We define the derived category of quasi-coherent modules for certain Artin stacks as the homotopy category of two Quillen monoidal model structures on the corresponding category of unbounded complexes of quasi-coherent modules.
Introduction
In [EE05] we develop a method for finding a family of generators of the so-called category of quasicoherent R-modules on an arbitrary quiver (cf. [EE05, Corollary 3.5]) and we prove that the class of flat quasi-coherent R-modules is covering (cf. [EE05, Theorem 4.1]). The first part of the present paper is devoted to showing that the same arguments of [EE05] can also be used in a much more general setup, that is that of cartesian R-modules on a flat presheaf of rings R over a small category C. This extends the main application in [EE05] to the category Qco(X) of quasi-coherent sheaves on a scheme X but also to the category Qco(X ) of quasi-coherent sheaves on an Artin stack or on a Deligne-Mumford stack.
This seems to be known to some authors, but the lack of a published result of this fact in the literature becomes it into an interesting consequence of the results of [EE05] .
In the second part of the paper we deal with the derived category of quasi-coherent sheaves on an Artin stack. From its abstract definition one has little control over the morphisms in the derived category and in fact it is not clear if we have only a set of maps between any two objects. A solution to these questions is provided by defining a good Quillen's theory of model categories in Ch(Qco(X )) ( [Qui67]) where the weak equivalences are the quasi-isomorphisms. Then it follows from Quillen's theory that the corresponding homotopy categoy, the derived category of Qco(X ), is truly a category. Moreover there is a simple description of the set of morphisms from two objects M and N in the derived category as chain homotopy classes of chain maps from a cofibrant replacement for M to a fibrant replacemnent of N .
Moreover, the category Qco(X ) has a tensor product, which naturally inherits to Ch(Qco(X )), for which we should be able to compute left derived functors, so we would like that our Quillen model category structures to be monoidal. To achieve this goal, we give a general theorem (Theorem 7.2) that guarantees the existence of cofibrantly generated model category structures in the category of unbounded complexes of cartesian R-modules and later in Section 8 we specialize to the category of quasi-coherent O X -modules over Artin stacks. This is an extension of the previous papers [Gil07] and [EGPT12] from schemes to algebraic stacks. Our main application is that for a geometric stack X (see [TV08] and [Lur05] ) we show the existence of a flat monoidal model category structure on Ch(Qco(X )) (Theorem 8.1) and for algebraic stacks that satisfy the resolution property (these include global quotient stacks) we show in Theorem 8.2 that there is a locally projective monoidal model structure on Ch(Qco(X )). One immediate implication from [May01] is then that the triangulated structure of D(Qco(X )) is strongly compatible with the derived tensor product. We finish Section 8 with a list of consequences of the results of this paper for categories of modules over a flat Hopf algebroid and on the existence of adjoint functors in homotopy categories for algebraic stacks.
Definition 4.3. A cartesian R-submodule M
′ of an R-module M is said to be pure whenever
Corollary 4.4. There exists an infinite cardinal λ such that every cartesian R-module M is the sum of its quasi-coherent R-submodules of type λ.
Proof. Let M be any cartesian R-module and take an element x ∈ M . Then, by Proposition 4.2 we find a (pure) cartesian R-submodule S x of M with |S x | ≤ λ and x ∈ S x . Thus M = x∈M S x . ✷
As a consequence of this we have that M od cart (R) is a Grothendieck category whenever R is a flat presheaf of rings, for if we take a set Z of representatives of cartesian modules with cardinality bounded by λ, it is immediate that the single cartesian R-module ⊕ S∈Z S generates the category of quasi-coherent
R-modules.
Now if we focus on particular instances of small categories we have the following significant consequences. The first one is due to Gabber (cf. [Con00, Lemma 2.1.7]).
Corollary 4.5. Let (X, O X ) be any arbitrary scheme. Each quasi-coherent sheaf can be written as a sum of its pure quasi-coherent subsheaves of type λ. Thus Qco(X) is a Grothendieck category.
Proof. We let C consisting of all the affine open U ⊆ X. Then the inclusion between affine open subsets defines a canonical structure of a partially ordered category on C. Now we let R be the structure sheaf O X . Then it is standard that M od cart (R) and Qco(X) are equivalent categories. So the result will follow from Corollary 4.4. ✷ Remark. The previous proof also clarifies a possible misunderstanding on [EE05, Section 2]. There, the reader may wrongly think that we are considering the free category on the affine open subsets of the scheme X to establish our equivalent category C. This is obviously not true, and the gap is easily fixed by saying that we were assuming the compatibility condition on our representations there to get the desired equivalence. To be precise we are just claiming that Qco(X) and M od cart (R) (or C in that section) are equivalent.
Our second application goes back to Artin stacks (cf. [Ols07] ) and Deligne-Mumford stacks.
Corollary 4.6. Let X be a Deligne-Mumford stack. Then the category Qco(X ) is a Grothendieck category.
In particular it is locally presentable and has arbitrary products.
Proof. We take C as the small subcategory of the iso classes of the category of affine schemes that areétale over X (such small subcategory must exist as the iso classes of such schemes form a set, asétale morphisms are of finite type). Then M od cart (R) is equivalent to Qco(X ). ✷ Corollary 4.7. Let X be an algebraic stack with a flat sheaf of rings A. Then the category Qco(X ) is a Grothendieck category. In particular it is locally presentable and has arbitrary products.
Proof. In this case we consider C to be the category of affine schemes smooth over X and R as the sheaf of rings A. Then M od cart (R) is equivalent to the category of quasi-coherent sheaves on X . ✷
Preliminaries on cotorsion pairs in Mod cart (R)
In this section we present those notions from M od cart (R) which will be used in the sequel. Let C be any small category, R a flat presheaf of rings on C and M od cart (R) the corresponding category of cartesian R-modules. Let us fix λ as in Proposition 4.2.
We recall that a cartesian R-module M is κ-generated (for κ a regular cardinal) whenever
preserves κ-filtered colimits of monomorphisms. Equivalently, M is κ-generated whenever M = i∈I M i is a κ-directed union of cartesian submodules, we have M = M i for some i ∈ I. And M is κ-presentable whenever Hom Modcart(R) (M, −) preserves κ-filtered colimits. Under our above assumption on λ relative to M od cart (R), a cartesian R-module M is λ-presentable if and only if M is λ-generated and every epimorphism L → M with L λ-generated has a λ-generated kernel.
2. M is λ-generated.
3. M is λ-presentable.
A well-ordered direct system of cartesian R-modules, (A α | α ≤ γ), is said to be continuous if A 0 = 0 and, for each limit ordinal β ≤ γ, we have A β = lim → A α where the limit is taken over all ordinals α<β.
A continuous direct system (A α | α ≤ γ) is called a continuous directed union if all morphisms in the system are monomorphisms.
We can easily extend Hill's Lemma (see [GT06, Theorem 4.2.6]) to M od cart (R). Let J be a class of λ-presentable cartesian R-modules and let M be a cartesian R-module possesing a
Lemma 5.2. Let H = { α∈S A α | S closed }. Then H satisfies the following conditions:
H is closed under arbitrary sums, (H3) P/N has a J -filtration whenever N, P ∈ H are such that N ⊆ P .
(H4) If N ∈ H and X is a λ-presentable cartesian R-submodules of M , then there exists P ∈ H such that N + X ⊆ P and P/N is λ-presentable.
Proof. Note that for each ordinal α ≤ σ, we have M α = β<α A β , hence α is a closed subset of σ. This proves condition (1). Since any union of closed subsets is closed, condition (2) holds.
In order to prove condition (3), we consider closed subsets S, T of σ such that N = α∈S A α and P = α∈T A α . Since S ∪ T is closed, we will w.l.o.g. assume that S ⊆ T . We define a J -filtration of
, and since β ∈ T \ S and T is closed, we have
, in contradiction with the minimality of α 0 . Since β / ∈ S, we infer that α 0 <β, a ∈ M β , and For condition (4) we first claim that each subset of σ of cardinality <λ is contained in a closed subset of cardinality <λ. Since λ is regular and unions of closed sets are closed, it suffices to prove the claim only for one-element subsets of σ. By induction on β we prove that each β<σ is contained in a closed set S of cardinality <λ. If β<λ we take S = β + 1.
Otherwise, consider the short exact sequence 0
S ⊆ β of cardinality <λ. By our inductive premise, the set S is contained in a closed subset
Finally if N = α∈S ′′ A α and X is a λ-presentable cartesian submodule of M , then X ⊆ α∈T A α for a subset T of σ of cardinality <λ. By the above we can assume that T is closed and put P = α∈S ′′ ∪T A α .
By (the proof of) condition (3) P/N is J -filtered, and the length of the filtration can be taken ≤ |T \S|<λ.
This implies that P/N is λ-presentable.
A cotorsion pair in a Grothendieck category A is a pair of classes of objects of A, (F , C), such that F = ⊥ C and C = F ⊥ , where
The cotorsion pair is said to be cogenerated by a class of objects T in A if T ⊥ = C. When this class T is a set and it contains a generator of A, it is known that every object M in A has enough projectives, that is, there exists a short exact sequence
with F ∈ F and C ∈ C, and enough injectives, that is, an exact sequence we will denote by F κ the class of all κ-presentable objects in F .
Theorem 5.3. Let κ be an uncountable regular cardinal such that κ ≥ λ. Let (F , C) be a cotorsion pair in M od cart (R) such that F contains a set of κ-presentable generators of M od cart (R). Then the following conditions are equivalent:
1. the cotorsion pair (F , C) is cogenerated by a class of κ-presentable cartesian R-modules.
Every cartesian
Proof.
(1) ⇒ (2) We can assume that (F , C) is cogenerated by a set T of κ-presentable cartesian R- 
Remark: Theorem 5.3 can be easily extended to Ch(M od cart (R)), the category of unbounded chain complexes of cartesian R-modules.
Complete cotorsion pairs in Ch(Mod cart (R))
We will denote by Ch(M od cart (R)) the category of unbounded chain complexes of M od cart (R).
We now recall some well-known facts of the category Ch(A) of unbounded chain complexes on an
will be denoted by (X, d), or simply by X. And we will denote by
BnX , for every integer n. Given other complex Y , Hom(X, Y ) will denote the complex defined by
The class of all acyclic complexes will be denoted by E.
Let us fix a cotorsion pair (F , C) in M od cart (R). We will consider the following subclasses of 2. The class of C-complexes, C = {X ∈ E : Z n X ∈ C, ∀n ∈ Z}.
3. The class of dg-F complexes, d g F = {X ∈ Ch(M od cart (R)) : X n ∈ F ∀n ∈ Z and Hom(X, C) is exact ∀C ∈ C}.
4. The class of dg-C complexes,
X n ∈ C ∀n ∈ Z and Hom(F, X) is exact ∀F ∈F }.
We start with the following lemma. We recall that λ is fixed as in Proposition 4.2 for M od cart (R).
Lemma 6.1. Let κ be a regular infinite cardinal such that κ ≥ λ.
Then there exists an exact complex T = (T n ) such that N ⊆ T ⊆ M , and for each n ∈ Z, T n ⊇ N n + X n , and the object T n /N n is κ-presentable.
Proof. (I) First, consider the particular case of
is an exact subcomplex of M . By our assumption on κ, T n is κ-presentable.
(II) In general, letM = M/N andX n = (X n + N n )/N n . By part (I), there is an exact complexT such thatT ⊆M , and for each n ∈ Z,T n ⊇X n , and the cartesian R-moduleT n is κ-presentable. Then T = T /N for an exact subcomplex N ⊆ T ⊆ M , and T clearly has the required properties.
We will also need the following Lemma whose proof is similar to the previous one, so we will omit it.
Lemma 6.2. Let κ be a regular infinite cardinal such that κ ≥ λ. Let N = (N n ), M = (M n ) be complexes such that N ⊆ M . For each n ∈ Z, let X n be a κ-presentable cartesian submodule of M n . Then there exists a complex T = (T n ) such that N ⊆ T ⊆ M , and for each n ∈ Z, T n ⊇ N n + X n , and the object Let C = (M n ) ∈ F . Then for each n ∈ Z, Z n C ∈ F and therefore Z n C has an F κ -filtration
α , and the corresponding family H n as in Lemma 5.2. Since the complex C is exact,
of M n where τ n = σ n + σ n+1 (the ordinal sum).
By definition, for each α ≤ σ n+1 , δ n maps M Notice that Z n C = M n σn = α<σn A n α . We claim that for each closed subset S ⊆ τ n , we have
where α i ∈ S, a αi ∈ A n αi for all i ≤ k, and α i > α i+1 for all i < k. W.l.o.g., we can assume that α 0 is
A n α as α 0 ∈ S and S is closed, in contradiction with the minimality of α 0 . Hence α 0 < σ n , and a ∈ α∈S∩σn A n α .
So Z n C ∩ α∈S A n α = α∈S∩σn A n α , and the latter cartesian R-module is in H n because S ∩ σ n is closed in σ n . This proves our claim.
By induction on α, we will construct an
First, C 0 = 0, and if C α is defined and C α = C, then for each n ∈ Z we take a κ-presentable object X n such that X n N n α in case N n α M n (this is possible by our assumption on κ), or X n = 0 if
α for all n ∈ Z, we let σ = α and finish our construction.
By Lemma 6.1 there exists an exact subcomplex T = (T n ) of C containing C α such that for each n ∈ Z, T n ⊇ N n α + X n , and the cartesian R-module
κ-presentable. Iterating this process we obtain a countable chain
∈ H n by the claim above.
In order to prove that C α+1 /C α ∈ F κ , it remains to show that for each n ∈ Z, Z n (C α+1 /C α ) ∈ F .
Since the complex C α+1 /C α is exact, it suffices to prove that
We have N n α+1 = α∈S A n α where w.l.o.g., S is a closed subset of τ n containing σ n . Let S ′ = {α < σ n+1 | σ n + α ∈ S}. Then S ′ is a closed subset on τ n+1 = σ n+1 + σ n+2 . Indeed, for each α ∈ S ′ , we have
where the inclusion ⊆ holds because S is closed in τ n and Ker(δ 8 The Derived category of quasi-coherent sheaves on an Artin stack Throughout this section by an algebraic stack we mean an Artin stack with separated and quasi-compact diagonal in the sense of [LMB00] .
An algebraic stack is geometric if it is quasi-compact with affine diagonal (this definition is due to Toën and Vezzosi in [TV08] and Lurie [Lur05] ). For geometric stacks, Gross in his thesis [Gro10,  (3.5.5)Theorem] proves in a very elegant way that Qco(X ) admits enough flat objects (that is, every quasi-coherent O X -module is a quotient of a flat quasi-coherent O X -module. The corresponding result for schemes was known from [ATJLL97] by using the derived category of quasi-coherent sheaves. We recall that if F denotes the class of flat quasi-coherent O X -modules, then the elements in F ⊥ are known as cotorsion quasi-coherent O X -modules.
Theorem 8.1. Let X be an algebraic stack with enough flats (for instance a geometric stack). There is a monoidal model category structure on Ch(Qco(X )) where weak equivalences are homology isomorphisms, the cofibrations (resp. trivial cofibrations) are the monomorphisms whose cokernels are dg-flat complexes (res. flat complexes). The fibrations (resp. trivial fibrations) are the epimorphisms whose kernels are dg-cotorsion complexes (resp. cotorsion complexes). The associated homotopy category is D(Qco(X )), the derived category of Qco(X ).
Proof. Let C be the category of affine schemes smooth over X and R the sheaf of rings O X . We will apply Theorem 7.2 to the class F of flat cartesian R-modules. The fact that (F , F ⊥ ) is a cotorsion pair can be easily derived from Proposition 4.2 and the small object argument [Hov98, Theorem 2.1.14]. Namely, by
with C ∈ F ⊥ and F ∈ F . Now if M ∈ ⊥ (F ⊥ ) the sequence splits and so M is also flat cartesian R-module.
Hence (F , F ⊥ ) is a cotorsion pair. By Proposition 4.2 we see that each F ∈ F is F κ -filtered for certain κ ≥ λ. So F is cogenerated by the set of iso classes of κ-presentable objects in F .
Finally to get that the model structure is monoidal we apply [Gil07, Theorem 5.1] by observing that the class F satisfies conditions (1), (2) and (3) of that Theorem.
For the next application we need to recall the definition of (infinite dimensional) vector bundle (cf.
[Dri06, Section 2, Definition]). A quasi-coherent O X -module M is an infinite dimensional vector bundle if it is locally projective. Let F be the class of all infinite dimensional vector bundles. An algebraic stack X has the resolution property if every quasi-coherent sheaf is a quotient of a filtered direct limit of locally free sheaves of finite type. In particular if an algebraic stack satisfies the resolution property, the class F contains a family of generators for Qco(X ), in other words Qco(X ) has enough vector bundles. By [Tot04, Theorem 1.1] for a normal noetherian algebraic stack X the resolution property is equivalent to X being isomorphic to the quotient stack of some quasi-affine scheme by an action of the group GL n . This has been extended by [Gro10, Theorem 6.3 .1] for non-normal noetherian stacks, and by [Ryd13] without noetherian hypothesis.
Theorem 8.2. Let X be an algebraic stack with pointwise affine stabilizer group that satisfies the resolution property (for instance if X is a global quotient stack, cf. [Tho87, 2.18]). There is a monoidal model category structure on Ch(Qco(X )) where weak equivalences are homology isomorphisms, the cofibrations (resp. trivial cofibrations) are the monomorphisms whose cokernels are dg-complexes of (infinite dimensional) vector bundles (resp. exact complexes of vector bundles whose every quasicoherent sheaf of cycles is a vector bundle). The fibrations (resp. trivial fibrations) are the epimorphisms whose kernels are dg-orthogonal to the class of infinite dimensional vector bundles. The associated homotopy category is D(Qco(X )), the derived category of Qco(X ).
Proof. Again we let C be the category of affine schemes smooth over X and R the sheaf of rings O X .
Then we will apply Theorem 7.2 to the class F of locally projective cartesian R-modules. To show that (F , F ⊥ ) is a cotorsion pair cogenerated by a set we will first prove that every F ∈ F is Let us denote by (F α | α ≤ τ ) the desired F κ -filtration that we will get for F . Let F 0 = 0. Assume that F α is defined for some α < τ such that F α (v) ∈ H v and x v,β ∈ F α (v) for all β < α and all v. Set 
By Proposition 4.2 there is a cartesian
Following in this manner, we get a countable chain (G n | n < ℵ 0 ) of cartesian R-submodules
Then it is clear that F α+1 ⊆ F is a cartesian R-module satisfying F α+1 (v) = n<ℵ0 G n (v) for each v.
By condition (H2) of Lemma 5.2, we deduce that
Finally if α ≤ τ is an ordinal limit and F β is defined for every β < α, we define 
where P ∈ F ⊥ and Z has an F -filtration. Given any M ∈ M od cart (R), since X satisfies the resolution property, there exists a short exact sequence
where G is a direct sum of locally free cartesian R-modules (of finite type). Now let
be exact with N ∈ F ⊥ and Z admitting an F -filtration. Form a pushout and get 
Remarks:
1. There is a slightly different notion of algebraic stack in the literature, due to Goerss [Goe04] by considering that the diagonal morphism is affine and that there is an affine scheme U and a faithfully flat 1-morphism, p : U → X . Given a flat Hopf algebroid in [Nau7, Section 3] it is shown that there is an equivalence between the category of (left) comodules on a flat Hopf algebroid and the category of O X -modules on a certain algebraic stack, in the sense of Goerss (see [Holl08] for a generalization).
The results of this paper apply to this setting, just by picking the suitable category M od cart (R), thus providing monoidal model category structures on Ch(Γ), the category of unbounded complexes of (left) Γ-comodules over (A, Γ). In case of "well-behaved" flat Hopf algebroids (see [Hov04] for a precise formulation of "well-behaved") Hovey in [Hov04] already defined and studied a model category structure over Ch(Γ). Its associated model category is the derived category of (A, Γ).
2. Let X be a quasi-compact semi-separated scheme. The derived category of quasi-coherent sheaves is a stable homotopy category in the sense of [HPS97] . This was shown in [AJPV08] . The main ingredients of their proof where the facts that Qco(X) is a Grothendieck category (for any scheme X) and that each quasi-coherent O X -module admits flat resolutions provided that X is quasicompact and semi-separated. For the category Qco(X ) (X an arbitrary Artin stack) the axioms may be followed as in [AJPV08] for the case of (quasi-compact and semi-separated) schemes. there is a localization sequence
Let Flat
K( Flat X ) → K(Flat X ) → K m (Proj X ).
